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DXA Investments is negotiating
the sale of Zee Dog SA as the
Brazilian dog-accessory brand
looks to bolster its overseas
presence.

The transaction—DXA’s first
true exit after it had to
prematurely shed a portfolio
company last year—could be
announced as soon as this
month, said Oscar Decotelli, a
DXA founding partner who also
serves as the Rio de Janeiro

firm’s chief executive and co-head of private equity. He declined to disclose the buyer with
whom the firm was negotiating or provide financial details of the potential deal.

Zee Dog, also of Rio de Janeiro, was founded in 2011 by twin brothers Felipe and Thadeu Diz and
two of their childhood friends. DXA first backed Zee Dog in 2012, early on in the company’s life,
Mr. Decotelli said.

“We came in at the very beginning,” he said. “Nowadays, we see a lot of opportunities in a
segment of companies a bit more structured than Zee Dog was when we invested [in it].”

He added Zee Dog’s products are expected to generate $30 million in retail sales this year.

Known for its dog skull logo and colorful leashes, Zee Dog sells its dog accessories in about
3,000 pet shops and other outlets in 20 countries, with the vast majority of the outlets located
in Brazil, according to Mr. Decotelli. The company also runs its own branded stores, including
one in New York’s Soho neighborhood and another in Las Vegas, as well as more than a 20
kiosks in several large Brazilian cities.

Zee Dog plans to expand both internationally and in Brazil, Mr. Decotelli said, as the company
takes advantage of rising sales of pet products. Brazil’s pet-care market—the third largest in
the world, behind the U.S. and U.K.—will increase 9.6% in 2017 from last year, to about $5.63
billion, according to Euromonitor, a market research provider.
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Zee Dog was the first investment DXA made from its maiden pool, which closed in 2013 at about
$50 million, Mr. Decotelli said. DXA also backed companies such as IT Brands Participações
Empresariais SA, which houses franchised children’s wear seller BB Básico and other brands;
and Modern Transporte Aéreo de Carga SA, or Modern Logistics, a transport-and-storage
company with its own fleet of cargo planes.

DXA sold its stake in another company—TKX Franqueadora de Artigos de Vestuário e
Acessórios Ltda., which sells women’s bags and shoes under the Uncle K brand—in 2016 after
disagreements with the founders on how to run the business, Mr. Decotelli said. The money was
returned to the fund and reinvested, he said.

Mr. Decotelli co-founded DXA Investments in 2012. The firm typically buys majority stakes in
Brazilian small and midsize companies, a segment that it feels is less competitive and offers
more opportunity to generate high returns.

DXA is seeking up to $75 million for its second fund, DXA Excelsior II, and $75 million more for a
parallel co-investment pool. The firm, which also has a hedge-fund and a special-situations
strategy, expects to hold an initial closing of the fund at $20 million in the first quarter of 2018,
Mr. Decotelli said.

Bloomberg previously reported that DXA was seeking to raise $75 million for its second fund
and another $75 million for the co-investment pool.
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